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Welcome and Introductions
Announcements
David Faulds – Job opening—Coordinator of Research Services at Emory.
(http://web.library.emory.edu/services/hr/CoordinatorofResearchServices.html). Margaret
Tenney: Ransom Center is in the process of customizing the Aeon Special Collections
Circulation Tracking system software. She will report more on the implementation at
Annual.
Discussion Topics:
Core Competencies and Public Service
Digitization, after last summer’s preconference
Exhibits and Public Services
I. Core Competencies
[http://www.rbms.info/committees/task_force/core_competencies/index.shtml]
The group discussed how the new ―core competencies‖ fit into public services staff
searching and if current staff comply.
Discussion centered around the difficulty of maintaining a secure environment and
monitoring handling practices in the Reading Room with reduced staff and with greater

demands on staff time. When asked a majority of the attendees indicated their
institutions were under hiring freezes. Coping mechanisms included trying to convince
staff not to leave or retire. Difficulties in training and continuing education of both
professional and para-professional staff was also discussed.
Training suggestions included bringing in subject specialists from the University
departments to train staff; using existing technology that is already available to increase
outreach, such as blogs, YouTube ―A Minute with a Curator‖, videos, and interactive
calendars of events.
One University was hiring an outreach librarian with the task of exploring ways to
connect the University to the wider community, not only to spread the word about what
they have in their collections but also to develop collaboration.
Discussion moved more toward outreach at this point with most agreeing that we need to
set realistic expectations in this financial climate. Suggestions included going out into
the classrooms with materials and Power Point presentations, also visits from curators
and subject specialists and collaboration between public services and subject
specialists/curators to write letters of invitation to the different departments.
Other topics in this section of discussion centered on security and how different Reading
Rooms were coping with security. There was great variation depending on the size of the
institution and the number of staff members.
II. Digitization, after last summer’s preconference
Discussion centered on digital topics and how last summer’s pre-conference had
impacted procedures. Some of the topics discussed included:
The group was questioned about how they handle born digital collections – One
institution was serving patrons born digital manuscript collections. The digital archivist
assists the patron; the archivist brings the patron a specific laptop and the patron then
accesses read only files on a specified server. No more input from other institutions.
One library has a new program to digitize materials and a digital project to scan 200,000
items. Discussion included how to retrieve images and which images to save. Libraries
offering digital images to patrons reported orders were processed much faster and the
procedure was popular with patrons.
Discussion continued on the topic of Access and whether and how best to retain low res
scans.
One library is using CONTENTdm Digital Collection Management Software by OCLC
but expressed hesitancy about putting disposable images into it.
Another institution provides scans for no charge and have scanner at the Reading Room
desk. These are one-offs but they do keep them. They feel it is worth making a
concentrated effort to get in i-space.
One Reading Room does minimal photocopying but never for bound materials. Currently
they keep every scanned image. Technology services make an original high res. scan then
they provide the patron with whatever quality scan they want.
At another university, if it’s suitable, they will do a substantial part of a book and put it
into an Open Content Alliance (subscription) file. They then send the patron a password
to access the images from OCA.

One university scans entire items whether or not the entire item was requested.
Another recently scanned to Internet Archive a collection of Spanish plays.
Turnaround time differed between libraries, ranging from less than 72 hours to 3-4
weeks. User-supplied comments and metadata enhancement was also made possible in
some instances. In other libraries, reluctance on the part of systems departments to
provide support hampered implementation of enhancements.
Exhibits and Public Services:
Discussion centered on the demands on Public Services staff by exhibits and programs.
Many participants indicated they had dedicated exhibit space but not too many had
Curators. For many the responsibility for mounting exhibits was included as a part of
their duties.
At one university they have exhibit committees. The responsibility rotates among
curators, librarians, and conservators. Exhibit topics are based on what’s going on on
campus. They plan two years in advance and mount three exhibits a year. They also have
some exhibits based on the book arts. Some are student-curated and are part of a class.
Some ways in which mounting exhibits affect Public services staff included preparing
suggested reading follow-up lists, creating programs related to the exhibits and
conducting tours.
Another university reported having no curators or budget. They are successful with staff
participation concentrating on personal interests. There is also input from grad students,
faculty, and staff. They get lots of positive comments and staff loves it.
The group expressed some concern for the amount of time exhibits preparation takes up.
There was stress on having slick-looking exhibits but little money or staff to do them.
Some participants suggested that their efforts to have involvement from graduate
students, visiting faculty, and interns was very productive.
Overall there was also some discussion on the corresponding pressure on Conservation
staff. Also mentioned was the need to increase the quality of the exhibits as related to
development and galas as well as sources of funding. It was mentioned by several people
that their university librarians/directors see exhibits as related to development.
The discussion ended at 5:30.
Respectfully submitted by Susan Walker and Margaret Tenney

